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Abstract. This paper describes a technique of expression decomposi-
tion which allows the use of rely/guarantee development rules that do
not assume atomic expression evaluation. This decomposition provides
a means of addressing the fact that the logical meaning of expressions
relative to a single state and the semantic evaluation of expressions in
a fine-grained concurrent language do not provide the same results; in
particular, the former results in a single value whereas the latter can
result in many possible values. Rely/guarantee development rules tend
to depend on the logical meaning of expressions in cases where they are
used; expression decomposition identifies where it is safe to do so, and
provides some tools for where it is not.
1 Introduction
In [Jon07] Jones poses a challenge to create a formal method for concurrent
system development –Atomicity Refinement– which is based on the “fiction of
atomicity”. This “fiction” is the idea that software can be designed as though
it will be executed in an interference-free context, then through careful refine-
ment and data reification, the portion of that software which requires atomicity
may be split into pieces which can be safely executed in an environment where
interference is present.
Unfortunately, no such general method exists to date and we will not provide
one in this paper. What we will provide, however, is a means of safely decompos-
ing expressions and identifying properties of the components in such a way that
they may be used with a greater degree of finesse in a rely/guarantee reasoning
framework.
The technique of expression decomposition is presented here in the context of
rely/guarantee reasoning because it characterizes the behaviour of the expected
interference. This technique is adaptable to any method so long as it provides
some means of characterizing the behaviour of interference; as such, this tech-
nique can be viewed as a contribution towards Jones’ Atomicity Refinement.
The semantic and logical framework which provides the context for this
work is described in Section 2, and it includes structural operational semantics,
rely/guarantee reasoning, and an extension to the initial structural operational
semantics which incorporates elements of rely/guarantee reasoning. Section 3
introduces our notion of expression decomposition and explains its use in the
rely/guarantee framework. We then conclude the paper in Section 4.
2 Semantic and Logical Framework
This paper assumes the use of rely/guarantee reasoning on top of a well-defined
language semantics. We set aside concerns regarding the definedness of expres-
sions in this paper because the extra conditions required to ensure definedness
add little to the core ideas in this work. In this section we will outline a particular
semantic model of a language and a few rely/guarantee development rules.
2.1 Semantic Model
The results developed in Section 3 are predicated on the language having two
main properties: first, that it has some form of shared-variable concurrency so
that interference is an issue; and second, that the concurrency is fine-grained,
meaning in particular that the values of variables in an expression may be inter-
fered with during the evaluation of said expression. These properties result in a
language which is similar, in spirit, to commonly used languages which support
concurrent execution models. We will model this language using structural op-
erational semantics (SOS) [Plo81,Plo04] and VDM-style notation [Jon90]. The
language model is a subset of the one used in [CJ07] and [Col08]; here we have
selected only the portions of the larger model relevant to the task at hand.
Expressions in the language consist of values (including Boolean values) of
type Value, a set of identifiers, Id , monadic operations on expressions, Monad ,
and dyadic operators on pairs of expressions, Dyad . Together, these four types
are combined to give the general expression type, Expr .
Expr = Value | Id | Monad | Dyad | . . .
The abstract syntax of the Monad types are defined by VDM records:
Monad :: op : MonadOp
a : Expr
The MonadOp type includes operators appropriate for the construct. The Dyad
type (and similar possible expression constructs for more operands) is a straight-
forward extension of the Monad type, and will be left implicit.
We are assuming that the overall expression type has an associated well-
formedness predicate, though we will not define it here. This predicate can be
defined in the usual way, and an example can be found in [Col08]. As part of
the purpose of well-formedness predicates is to ensure the type correctness of
expressions, we will also assume that all expressions are well-typed. We also
assume that all expressions used in this paper are well-defined.
Since this language models shared-variable concurrency, we use the type Σ
to model the memory store.
Σ = Id m−→ Value
Instances of the memory store are referred to as states throughout this paper,
and are denoted by σ.
Expression evaluation is modelled using the transition relation e−→.
e−→∈ P ((Expr × Σ)× Expr)
We use the parentheses in the type definition of the transition relation as an
informal indication of how we actually use write a given transition.
The order of evaluation of the components of an expression is taken to be
arbitrary; no particular order may be assumed. Should a specific order of eval-
uation be required it can be emulated through a series of separate statements,
assigning values to temporary values as needed.
This relation is defined by a small set of inference rules. Reading the value
of a variable from the state is given by the Id-E rule.
Id-E
id ∈ Id
(id , σ) e−→ σ(id)
This rule reads the value of a variable in a single step and, as such, we take the
reads and writes of a variable to be atomic, regardless of the size of the value
being written.
Monadic operations use two rules to model their behaviour: Monad-Eval,
which allows one evaluation step on the operand; and Monad-E, which performs
the specified operation on the completely-evaluated operand.
Monad-Eval
(a, σ) e−→ a ′
(mk -Monad(op, a), σ) e−→ mk -Monad(op, a ′)
Monad-E
a ∈ Value
(mk -Monad(op, a), σ) e−→ [[op]](a)
The use of Strachey brackets in Monad-E simply indicates that we wish to take
the logical meaning of the specified operator and apply it to the value given.
Evaluation rules for dyadic operations would be structured in a similar man-
ner to those for the monadic operator. To maintain the arbitrary ordering of
the dyadic expression we use the same non-deterministic choice between rules as
is found in Par-L and Par-R, below. Examples of semantic rules for the Dyad
construct can be found in [CJ07] and [Col08].
The rules which define the e−→ transition relation are structured such that
any single step will do precisely one of two things: either replace an identifier
with its value from the supplied state, or replace a Monad with the result of
applying its operation. This minimal behaviour, combined with the concurrency
present in the language model, allows for very fine-grained interference during
evaluation.
We will only define the syntax and rules for the statements which are directly
relevant to Section 3. Specifically, we will define a construct which provides
concurrency so as to show the sort of concurrency model we are interested in,
and we will define a construct for conditional execution, which gives us a practical
connection to expression evaluation; we also note the presence of an assignment
construct as the source of interference in the language, but we will not provide
a formal semantics for assignment in this paper. The overall type of statements
is Stmt , which is (partially) defined to be
Stmt = Assign | Par | If | . . . | nil
Statement execution is modelled using the s−→ transition relation, and this rela-
tion describes the basic behaviour of the language system which we are interested
in.
s−→∈ P ((Stmt × Σ)× (Stmt × Σ))
The assignment construct, Assign, has the usual definition and semantics.
Assign :: id : Id
e : Expr
Assignment evaluates an expression over multiple steps and when the expression
is reduced to a value it writes the value into the state in a single step.
The parallel construct, Par , provides interleaving concurrency in the execu-
tion of the two statements it contains.
Par :: left : Stmt
right : Stmt
Three rules are used to model the behaviour of the parallel construct. The first,
Par-E, is a simple bookkeeping rule, used to eliminate the construct when both
of its components have finished executing. The second rule, Par-L, allows the left
component of the parallel construct to make a single step; the third rule, Par-R,
is similar to the second rule, allowing a single step of the right component.
Par-E
(mk -Par(nil,nil), σ) s−→ (nil, σ)
Par-L
(left , σ) s−→ (left ′, σ′)
(mk -Par(left , right), σ) s−→ (mk -Par(left ′, right), σ′)
Par-R
(right , σ) s−→ (right ′, σ′)
(mk -Par(left , right), σ) s−→ (mk -Par(left , right ′), σ′)
In this definition of the behaviour of the parallel construct the choice between
taking a step on the left component or the right component is non-deterministic.
This model of concurrency ensures that all possible interleavings of steps of the
branches are modelled by this language definition. It is the interaction between
the type of concurrency provided by this parallel construct and the Expr se-
mantics described above that generate the characteristic features of fine-grained
semantics: small observable steps and the sort of interleaving between separate
threads as shown here.
The next construct –representing conditional execution– is included to mo-
tivate and give the framework for the results in Section 3.
If :: e : Expr
body : Stmt
The behaviour of the If construct is not unusual and is essentially the same as
similar constructs found in commonly used languages.
Evaluation of the test expression, e, is done through the If-Eval rule.
If-Eval
(e, σ) e−→ e ′
(mk -If (e, body), σ) s−→ (mk -If (e ′, body), σ)
This rule performs one evaluation step per statement step, so its interaction with
the rules for the parallel construct allow for the state object to change during
the overall evaluation of the expression.
Once the expression is fully evaluated to a Boolean value, one of two rules
gives the transition which disposes of the If construct. The first, If-F-E, simply
eliminates the construct when the test expression has evaluated to false.
If-F-E
(mk -If (false, body), σ) s−→ (nil, σ)
The second rule, If-T-E, handles the case where the evaluation of the test
expression evaluated to true. In this case the rule drops the If construct, leaving
behind the body component in its place.
If-T-E
(mk -If (true, body), σ) s−→ (body , σ)
Note that the wording regarding evaluation in the preceding paragraphs is
precise: the rules are concerned with whether there is a true or false value in
the If construct, not whether the logical meaning of an expression relative to
the current state is true or false.
2.2 Rely/Guarantee Reasoning
The particular rely/guarantee framework used in this paper is similar to the ones
found in Jones’ thesis [Jon81] and a case study by Jones and Collette [CJ00].
The primary difference is that we do not assume that expression evaluation is
atomic.
There is an important distinction to be made regarding atomic evaluation
of expressions and expressions that are unaffected by interference. The former,
atomic evaluation, is applicable in situations where the underlying language
has a semantic model in which expressions are evaluated completely in one step.
This presumption still requires that a developer carefully finesse situations where
interference is unavoidable, but it does eliminate the possibility of interference
during expression evaluation. Expressions which are unaffected by interference,
however, have the much stronger property which allows those expressions to be
treated as though they were in a non-concurrent context. Determining whether or
not an expression is unaffected by interference requires knowledge of the context
in which the expression will be evaluated; a simple example of an expression not
affected by interference is when the interference does not alter any of the variables
in the expression. Rely/guarantee reasoning is aimed at situations where the
expressions may be affected by interference and assuming a sequential context
is questionable at best.
Satisfaction of a rely/guarantee specification is indicated by logical sentences
of the form
(P ,R) ` prog sat (G ,Q)
where
– P is a pre condition, a predicate over states, which characterizes the initial
states for which the program will run correctly;
– R is a rely condition, a relation over states, which characterizes the maximum
interference which the program can tolerate while still executing correctly;
– prog is the program which satisfies the constraints G and Q under the as-
sumptions P and R;
– G is the guarantee condition, also a relation over states, which characterizes
the maximum interference which the program may produce;
– and Q is the post condition, another relation over states, which constrains
the final states which the program may produce relative to the initial states.
It is important to note that the pre and rely conditions are assumptions about
the overall environment in which the program will be executed; they are not con-
straints which must be satisfied by the program. Thus, the sentence above can be
read as: “Assuming an initial state which satisfies P and interference bounded by
R, we can show that the behaviour of prog is bounded by G and the execution of
prog will terminate and produce a state which, when paired with the initial state,
satisfies Q”. Termination is an important element of rely/guarantee reasoning
and is required property for any program which claims to satisfy a rely/guarantee
specification. Related to termination, we assume that all processes which can run
will eventually be allowed to do so.
The rely, guarantee, and post conditions are all of the same type.
R,G ,Q ∈ P (Σ× Σ)
One program’s guarantee condition may become a part of another program’s
rely condition (and vice versa), so we require the rely and guarantee to be the
same type. Rely and guarantee conditions are assumed to be both reflexive
and transitive in this paper. The post condition may be both intransitive and
irreflexive as it is not a constraint at the same level of granularity.
To illustrate the sort of reasoning and abstraction used by rely/guarantee
reasoning, consider the rule used for the parallel construct.
Par-I
(P ,R ∨ Gr ) ` left sat (Gl ,Ql)
(P ,R ∨ Gl) ` right sat (Gr ,Qr )
Gl ∨ Gr ⇒ G
↼−
P ∧Ql ∧Qr ∧ (R ∨ Gl ∨ Gr )∗ ⇒ Q
(P ,R) ` mk -Par(left , right) sat (G ,Q)
Though this rule does not illustrate the problem we face with expression eval-
uation, it does illustrate the ability of the reasoning framework to abstract the
behaviour of a program component, and then use that abstraction to reason
about the satisfaction of other components. The cross-dependency of the left
and right branches of the parallel on each others’ guarantee conditions actually
eases the task of reasoning about the branches on their own. As we know that a
guarantee condition is an outer bound on the behaviour of a program, and that
any satisfying program can always tolerate less interference than is present in
its assumed rely condition, we can then proceed to find programs that satisfy
the specifications for the branches without concern for the details of how the
opposite branch works.
In a rely/guarantee framework that assumes atomic expression evaluation
the development rule for the If construct is straightforward.
If-Atomic-Eval-I
(P ∧ e,R) ` body sat (G ,Q)
↼−
P ∧ ¬↼−e ⇒ Q
(P ,R) ` mk -If (e, body) sat (G ,Q)
The If-Atomic-Eval-I is not a valid development rule for a language with fine-
grained concurrency, such as the one given in Section 2.1. The problem is that
an expression may evaluate to false even though its logical meaning is true (or
vice versa) relative to every state used during the evaluation process. We can
consider the expression x = x as an example: if the value of x changes between
reads of the variable then evaluation will produce false.
We can alter the If-Atomic-Eval-I rule so that it is valid for a language with
fine-grained concurrency with a single na¨ıve addition to the rule.
If-Ident-I
R ⇒ IVars(e)
(P ∧ e,R) ` body sat (G ,Q)
↼−
P ∧ ¬↼−e ⇒ Q
(P ,R) ` mk -If (e, body) sat (G ,Q)
The newly-added first antecedent requires that interference does not alter the
values of the variables in the expression. The unfortunate effect of adding this
antecedent, however, is that the evaluation of the test expression must now hap-
pen in a context which is essentially sequential and, to exacerbate the difficulty
of using this rule in a development, the antecedent also requires that the inter-
ference be so constrained for the whole execution of the body. While this may
be appropriate to some situations, this is a much tighter constraint than the
previous assumption of atomic evaluation.
An alternate na¨ıve formulation of If-Atomic-Eval-I which is valid for the
language of Section 2.1 involves removing instances of the expression, e, from
the antecedents of the rule.
If-Opt-I
(P ,R) ` body sat (G ,Q)
↼−
P ⇒ Q
(P ,R) ` mk -If (e, body) sat (G ,Q)
This rule is clearly at the opposite extreme than If-Ident-I : instead of tightly
constraining the interference so that the expression may be used in the rule, it
simply does not use the expression in the rule at all. However, this rule is only
usable in circumstances where the execution of the body is completely optional
with respect to the satisfaction of the post condition. It is unlikely that this rule
could be useful for the development of a program, except possibly for debugging
statements.
These two rules for the conditional construct –If-Ident-I and If-Opt-I – il-
lustrate the practical problem faced by the usual logical (atomic) treatment of
expressions when the actual underlying language semantics dictate a non-atomic
mechanism. In the rely/guarantee framework, simply treating an expression as
a predicate1 is of little use unless we also know that the variables contained in
the expression will not be affected by interference during evaluation.
2.3 Extended Semantics
The last two pieces of semantic machinery that we introduce are useful for rea-
soning about the behaviour of a program during the design process. They mix the
transition relations of Section 2.1 with a rely condition as defined in Section 2.2.
Given a rely condition, R, representing the possible interference from the en-
vironment, we can define a pair of new transition relations based on the transition
relations given earlier. One relation,
s,R−→, models the execution of a program in
that environment, and the second,
e,R−→, models the evaluation of an expression
in that environment.
The first transition is
s,R−→, and is defined by two rules: S-Step and S-R.
S-Step
(s, σ) s−→ (s ′, σ′)
(s, σ)
s,R−→ (s ′, σ′)
S-R
[[R]](σ, σ′)
(s, σ)
s,R−→ (s, σ′)
The S-Step rule is simply an inclusion of the entire s−→ transition relation. The
S-R rule allows the state object to change in any way consistent with the rely
condition; this rule effectively simulates the (worst-case) possible interference
which another program running in parallel could generate, if that program’s
guarantee condition was the same as the given rely condition.
We have a similar pair of rules for expression evaluation under interference
which define the
e,R−→ transition relation. These rules can be thought of as focusing
the
s,R−→ transition relation in on just a particular expression evaluation.
E-Eval
(e, σ) e−→ e ′
(e, σ)
e,R−→ (e ′, σ)
1 Either directly in the case of Boolean expressions, or indirectly via constructions
such as e = 〈value〉 or e ∈ 〈value-set〉.
E-R
[[R]](σ, σ′)
(e, σ)
e,R−→ (e, σ′)
The E-Eval rule allows for a single evaluation step, and the E-R rule allows for
interference from the environment to change the state object.
These semantic relations are useful both for reasoning about expression
evaluation during program development and for creating soundness proofs of
rely/guarantee rules. They are not, however, easy to use directly within a de-
velopment rule because they deal with a whole expression rather than easily
characterizable pieces of the expression.
Our extended semantics incorporates interference (as constrained by a rely
condition) directly into the model and allows us to reason about the results of
execution (and evaluation) as affected by interference. In this paper we are only
concerned with the results of evaluation, and the extended semantics gives a
simple way of accessing them. An alternative approach –described by de Roever
et al. as “reactive sequences” [dR01]– incorporates interference through a trace-
based semantics where “gaps”2 are used to indicate interference. It is not difficult
to see how a reactive sequence could be generated using the extended semantics
given here.
3 Expression Decomposition
This section describes a method which can mitigate the problem encountered in
Section 2.2. It is possible to use the structure of expressions to create rely/guarantee
development rules which are more useful for use in software development at the
cost of a small loss in generality. The essence of the idea is to identify the unsta-
ble (i.e. subject to interference) portions of an expression and split them from
the stable (i.e. unaffected by interference) portions; having done that, we can
create development rules that then make use of the separate portions of the
expression in a way that reflects the nature of those portions.
3.1 Expression Transformation
Consider the expression, e, such that
e 4 x < min(y , z )
Semantically, e will evaluate to true when the value read for x is less than
the values read for both of y and z ; logically, e is equivalent to true for any
state where the value of x is less than the values of both y and z . Once again,
the difference in wording reflects the tangible difference between the semantic
evaluation of an expression and the logical meaning of an expression.
Let us also assume a rely condition, R, such that
R 4 x = ↼−x ∧ y = ↼−y ∧ z ≤↼−z
2 Places in the sequence where the i th final state and i + 1st initial state differ.
that is, we will assume that x and y are unaffected by interference, but that
z may be monotonically decreased by the environment. From R we can deduce
that R ⇒ I{x ,y} — the rely condition is an identity relation with respect to
the variables x and y . This means that both x and y are stable variables in
our terminology. Since we know that the rely condition allows changes to z , this
variable is unstable.
This expression, e, is an unstable expression: the evaluation of this expression
depends upon the contained unstable variable. This form of the expression is not
useful in the context of a rely/guarantee development rule. We can rewrite e as
e ′, where
e ′ 4 x < y ∧ x < z
While e and e ′ are logically equivalent, we do not know that they will have
the same behaviour when evaluated under interference. For e ′ to be usable as
a replacement for e, we also need to know that they both have the same set of
possible results when evaluated under interference; that is, we need to know that
the following holds.
∀σ ∈ Σ · {v |v ∈ Value ∧ (e, σ) e,R−→∗ (v , σ′)} = {v |v ∈ Value ∧ (e ′, σ) e,R−→∗ (v , σ′)}
The aim of this property is to preserve the complete set of possible results
under interference, not to ensure that the resulting expression is still valid in the
context of the development, nor to allow a refinement step that reduces the non-
determinism in evaluation. Ensuring the contextual validity of the decomposed
expression requires that it be used in a rely/guarantee development rule; indeed,
the need to decompose an expression may arise because the initial expression
was not usable with the development rules at hand. Refinement steps can, as
usual, be applied after a decomposed expression has been found to be valid in
development process.
We note two observations which are valid for any sound decomposition of e
into e ′. First, the two expressions must be logically equivalent, i.e.
∀σ ∈ Σ · [[e]](σ) = [[e ′]](σ)
and, second, the addition or removal of constant expressions and stable variables
(so long as logical equivalence is preserved) does not affect the set of possible
results.
Also, we propose as a guideline that for each unstable variable in the original
expression, there should be the same number of instances of that variable in the
transformed expression. This guideline is pragmatic in intent: its purpose is to
preserve the inherent non-determinacy in the expressions, as manifested by the
number of reads of unstable variables.
This guideline is neither necessary nor sufficient to ensure a correct decompo-
sition. On one hand, adding instances of an unstable variable in the conjunction
of the expression z = z ∨ true to e as defined earlier would result in an ex-
pression which preserves the set of possible resulting values: the addition is a
constant expression regardless of interference. Critically, however, if we consider
another pair of expressions, w − w = 0 and w × w ≥ 0, where w is an unstable
variable constrained to non-negative numbers, we can see that these two expres-
sions do not have the same set of possible results under interference even though
they do have the same number of instances of w . The guideline is not without
its merits, however: following it prevents relatively simple failures such as the
transformation of 2z into z + z — a pair for which it is obvious that they do not
in general produce the same set of possible results.
We call this process “expression decomposition” as it results in an expression
for which we can not only identify the independent terms in the structure of the
expression, but we can also use these terms independently in a rely/guarantee
rule. In the case of e ′, we have two terms: one of which, x < z , is unstable and
not directly usable; however, the other term, x < y , is stable and thus we can
use it directly at the logical level.
3.2 Extending the Logical Framework
We have now seen that we can decompose an expression into terms which can be
classified as stable and unstable; it will be useful to indicate these properties in
the rely/guarantee development rules, so we now define two predicates for this
purpose.
The first predicate indicates that an expression is composed entirely of stable
variables relative to a given rely condition.
StableExpr :Expr × Rely → B
As noted earlier, a stable expression is just one for which all of its constituent
variables are unaffected by interference; for the language used here, this simply
means that the rely condition acts as an identity relation relative to the variables
in the expression. A corollary of this is that the logical meaning and semantic
evaluation of any stable expression are equivalent.
Expressions which yield a constant result regardless of the state they are
evaluated in, and regardless of interference, could be included in the definition
of StableExpr . However, this sort of trivial case is not a source of difficulty in
reasoning about the evaluation of expressions under interference. For example,
the expression (x = x ) ∨ true, even if x is subject to interference, will always
evaluate to true.
The second predicate indicates that the expression contains only a single
unstable variable, and only a single instance of that particular variable (again,
relative to a given rely condition).
SingleUnstableVar :Expr × Rely → B
The purpose of the SingleUnstableVar predicate is to identify a particular class
of unstable expressions which can be used in the development rules.
The evaluation of expressions for which this predicate holds will be as though
the evaluation took place in a single state. Unfortunately, we do not know which
state the evaluation is equivalent to, but we gain a lot from what we do know.
So, if SingleUnstableVar(e,R) holds, then we have the property
∀σ ∈ Σ · {v | v ∈ Value ∧ (e, σ) e,R−→∗ (v , σ′)} = {[[e]](σ′) | σ′ ∈ Σ ∧ σRσ′}
That is, we know that the set of values which can be produced by evaluation
under interference are exactly the same as the set of values which are the logical
meanings of the expression with respect to the set of states reachable through
interference.
Use of the SingleUnstableVar predicate forms a bridge between the semantic
evaluation of an unstable expression and the logical meaning of the expression.
Though it only does so in a limited way, we will show that it is sufficient to build
development rules that directly address a class of unstable expressions.
3.3 Application to the Development Rules
Now that we have a decomposition mechanism for expressions and two predicates
which allow us to use properties in the decomposed expressions, let us see how
they may be used in the rely/guarantee development rules. Here we present a
new development rule for the If construct; in Section 3.4 we set our earlier
example expression, e, into a larger example.
Our new development rule for the If construct takes advantage of the ad-
ditional information provided using decomposed expressions and the predicates
defined above.
If-I
(P ∧ s,R) ` body sat (G ,Q)
StableExpr(s,R)
SingleUnstableVar(u,R)
¬↼−u ∧ R ⇒ ¬ u
↼−
P ∧ ¬ (s ∧ u) ⇒ Q
(P ,R) ` mk -If (s ∧ u, body) sat (G ,Q)
This development rule for the If construct is much more involved than the pre-
vious versions; most of this additional complexity is a direct result of reasoning
about non-atomic expression evaluation.
Starting with the consequent of the rule, we first note that the test expression
has structure: two conjoined terms, s and u. These terms correspond to the stable
and unstable portions of the test expression, and this is recorded in the second
and third antecedents. Since the s term of the test expression is stable, we are
free to use it at the logical level without any constraints, and thus it appears
in the pre condition of the first antecedent. This allows the body of the If to
depend upon at least a part of the test expression.
The fourth and fifth antecedents are concerned with the situation where the
test expression evaluates to false (in contrast to the first antecedent, which is
concerned with the true case). These antecedents depend on evaluation of the
unstable portion of the test expression, u, happening as though it were done in
a single state; this requirement is met by the third antecedent. So, the fourth
antecedent ensures that if u is logically equivalent to false, then interference
cannot result in u being logically equivalent to true; since the third antecedent
means that evaluation happens as though a single state were used consistently,
this constraint applies to evaluation as well. The fifth antecedent addresses the
false evaluation case directly, requiring that the post condition be satisfied for
any pair of states where the pre condition holds for the initial state, and the
whole test expression is logically equivalent to false in the final state. By not
requiring the whole test expression to be false in the initial state we allow for
situations where the test expression was equivalent to true in the initial state,
but interference caused u to become false before the semantic evaluation read
the unstable variable.
There is an odd quirk of this rule in practise in that it permits the body of
the construct to be run in the case where the unstable variable in u is read in
a state where u is equivalent to true, and interference then causes u to become
equivalent to false at some point afterwards but before the body completes (or
even starts) execution. This behaviour still meets the specification because the
first antecedent only assumes that the stable portion of the expression, s, was
true.
Finally, the If-I rule we note that it can be simplified into either of If-Ident-I
or If-Opt-I by setting either of u or s to true, respectively. Taking the first case,
if we set u to be true, we find that the third and fourth antecedents of If-I
become irrelevant and the remainder of the antecedents simplify to precisely the
antecedents of If-Ident-I. The other case works out in a similar manner.
3.4 Example Use of the Development Rule
With the new If-I rule in mind, let us now look at an example of its use. We
will consider a fragment of the FindP example from Owicki’s thesis [Owi75].
The overall example is concerned with the task of finding the lowest index in
an array which satisfies some predicate, pred ; the example presented here is
concerned only with the portion of the task which decides whether or not to
actually test the current index.3 This task is developed in a concurrent manner
to show interference between sub-tasks of the search.
Let x denote the current index under consideration for the current thread, y
denote the upper bound of the search for the current thread, and z denote the
upper bound of the search for all alternate threads. When the minimum of y and
z is greater than the maximum index of the array then no index satisfying pred
has yet been found; however, when the minimum of y and z is a valid index in
the array then this value is the lowest known index to satisfy pred . The x and y
variables are considered to “belong” to the current thread, while z does not; this
allows us to assume the rely condition defined earlier, R, as the rely condition
for this example.
3 It is presumed that pred is expensive to evaluate, and so is to be avoided if possible.
The local thread should only test for satisfaction of the current index against
pred if the current index is less than the minimum of y and z ; this is precisely
the expression defined earlier as e. We can see that neither the two na¨ıvely
defined rules for the If construct can be applied in this situation: If-Ident-I is
not applicable because the rely condition is unsuitable; and If-Opt-I is precluded
as we need to be certain that the body will be executed in some situations.
We cannot use the If-I rule with e, however, so we must decompose it into e ′.
The decomposed expression matches both the structure of and the constraints
on the test expression in the If-I rule because x < y is stable relative to the rely
condition and x < z has only a single unstable variable. The fourth antecedent
–that once the unstable expression becomes logically equivalent to false interfer-
ence never generates a state in which it is logically equivalent to true– is satisfied
by x < z and the rely condition because R only allows for z to monotonically
decrease. The fifth antecedent is also satisfied: if the test expression is logically
equivalent to false then x was not less than either of y or z , and because of this
it was not necessary to check to see if x satisfied the predicate.
4 Conclusions
The core of this paper is concerned with the use of the fine structure of ex-
pressions in situations where interference is unavoidable. The use of an expres-
sion’s structure allows us to use properties of portions of that expression in the
rely/guarantee development rules, even in situations where the only thing that
can be inferred about the overall expression is that its behaviour under evalua-
tion is different than the logical meaning of the expression in any given state. We
have also provided a set of constraints to decompose expressions so that their
structure can be accessed directly. This concern is one of the major issues which
will need to be addressed by a method of atomicity refinement and the material
presented here gives a possible approach to it.
As we only give a single rule which applies these ideas to the task of de-
veloping conditional constructs, it would be useful to provide rules for other
constructs. There is a development rule in this style for a looping construct,
While, provided in [Col08], but as yet there are no general rules for constructs
such as assignment.
The predicates introduced in Section 3.2, StableExpr and SingleUnstableVar ,
are aimed specifically at expressions for which there is only a single unstable
variable. This is a limiting constraint on the work presented here, and though it
is not hard to see that this work could be extended to expressions which conjoin
multiple terms which satisfy SingleUnstableVar , it is still an open question as to
how to characterize terms which have multiple unstable variables.
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